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R a i l w a y A c c o u n t i n g i n Its
Relation to the T w e n t i e t h
S e c t i o n o f the A c t to
Regulate Commerce

BY

H O M E R

A.

D U N N ,

C.

P.

A..

A n Address Before
T H E A M E R I C A N ASSOCIATION OF PUBLIC A C C O U N T A N T S
At Atlantic City, October 21, 1908
Delivered during the Discussion of a Paper presented by Professor H E N R Y C . A D A M S , in Charge of
the Division of Statistics and Accounts of the Interstate Commerce Commission

Railway Accounting in its Relation to the
Twentieth Section of the A c t to
Regulate Commerce.

M R . PRESIDENT, F E L L O W MEMBERS, A N D G U E S T S :

Following his assumption that we are familiar with the Interstate Commerce L a w , and especially with the twentieth section
thereof, Professor Adams says:
" I shall assume also that you have a sympathetic appreciation
of the general purpose which actuated Congress when it conferred upon the Commission authority to exercise so far reaching
and comprehensive a line of influence."
In this statement Professor Adams leads us up to consideration of the political, economic, and social phases of one of the
largest questions before our people, but he leaves us at the
threshold when he informs us that these aspects of the subject
" w o u l d seem to lie outside the sphere of discussion by an association of accountants."
It is not difficult for those who observed closely the course
of political operations and events, prior to and during the
struggle with the Hepburn Act, to believe that Congress was
actuated more by the persistency of the Commission i n seeking
larger powers, and by political considerations associated with the
party lash, than by consideration of the National welfare. When
legislation is brought about by such means there are likely to be
many reasons lacking to justify the enlistment of our " s y m p a thetic appreciation."
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The desire of the Commission for power to regulate and
examine the accounts of the railways could not have grown out
of misrepresentation or falsification i n the. returns made by them
under the already established uniform system of reports, else we
might find some mention thereof i n the Commission's reports to
Congress extending over a long series of years.
The Commission lost an opportunity to blaze a new trail when
it directed its activity and influence along the line of the established precedent i n government organization. A n y other course,
however, would not have served political ends. Instead of, seeking statutory provision for the organization of a large department of the government, with its attending expense, the Commission might have found an equally reliable means whereby to
satisfy itself as to the correctness of returns made by the railways
without entailing upon them any greater expense than they have
had to incur and without involving the government i n additional
expense. A s to the means, let me call you attention to the large
number of railways already requiring the services of public
accountants for the satisfaction of investors and to the dual purpose which such services might be made to serve.
B y reason of his relation to the agency of the government
charged with the enforcement of the A c t to Regulate Commerce,
Professor Adams is peculiarly equipped to carry us into the
domain of the future as regards its aims and purposes in the
regulation of railway accounts under its vast and singular powers.
Neither i n his discourse nor in anything that has been promulgated by the Commission, do we find any intimation as to whether
it is contemplated to stop at the administrative and the asset and
liability accounts, or whether the scheme will be extended to cover
the means and methods by which the data shall be gathered and
carried into those accounts and the organization of the forces
whereby the work shall be performed. In other words, there has
not been indicated the extent to which it is expected to curtail the
privilege of exercising individual intelligence.
Consider the situation of the railway auditor under a comprehensive, uniform system from which there may be no deviation!
W i l l he not become a mere human machine, with all incentive
destroyed in him for initiative or creative work? W i l l he not lose
that standing and influence in railway circles which he has
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attained through industrious striving? W i l l he then be able to
derive benefit from the interchange of ideas with his contemporaries? What will become of his efficiency i n respect to economy
in the keeping of the corporation's accounts? A s to the latter,
the effect will be far-reaching. It should be remembered that the
keeping of accounts embraces the freight and ticket agents and
the division offices.
Under a uniform system all railways must be measured by the
needs of those involved in the most intricate situations and the
largest problems. I ask you, gentlemen, whether any of you have
ever devised, or think you might succeed in devising, a system of
railway accounts which, if installed on all our railways, would
secure to each a proper degree of effectiveness in all respects.
The situation, remember, is not the same as though the government owned the railways and they were operated as one under the
administrative control of a commission or other central authority,
yet we are drifting i n a direction which differs from that only i n
respect of ownership and financial responsibility.
Hitherto, gentlemen, our country has been noted for its
encouragement of inventive, creative, and directive genius, but
the law under discussion, and the remarks of the distinguished
gentleman who is doing such a large part of the work involved in
its execution, foreshadows a condition that must ultimately arouse
most vigorous protest from every citizen who is opposed to political and commercial socialism.
B y knowledge gained from experience, you know that a
system of accounts does not consist wholly of nomenclature and
classification, but involves methods and processes; also that it
was not necessary to impose a uniform system of accounts in
order to accomplish uniformity in reports or provide a basis for
intelligent examination. Could there have been some question
in the minds of the framers of the A c t that it might not be possible for the Commission to secure intelligent examination at all
times without it could establish the condition of absolute uniformity? W o u l d we welcome such a condition in our practice? B y
no means! Its creation would sound the death knell of improvement and progress, in the science of accounts.
It is not conceivable that the community at large can be benefitted, or the commercial or financial conditions improved, by
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means of reports of accounts i n such extensive detail of operating
expenses as are prescribed. In the experience of one of our trunk
lines, whose detail of operating expenses for the last year involved
one hundred and six out of the one hundred and twenty-three
accounts, forty-eight thereof represented less than one-half of one
per cent. of the total. If such account keeping be not hairsplitting you may be able to give it a befitting definition of milder
form. It would appear that the railway accounting officials who
assisted in the revision and enlargement of the classification of
operating expenses allowed themselves to be led away from consideration of what would be of practical value to the railways.
Possibly their vision was obscured by sophistry with regard to
some future relation to the government.
W e have not been advised of any benefits or value to be
derived from a correct statement of the totals of the whole country of these highly refined operative accounts. O n the contrary,
many railways are involved i n work and expense that they would
like to avoid. This extensive statistical detail recently has been
rendered ineffectual as to totals for the whole country, by the
promulgation of a condensed classification of operating expenses
for the smaller roads i n which only forty-four accounts are prescribed. Question naturally arises, therefore, why all railways
are not placed on the same basis, with the privilege of carryng
such sub-division accounts as each may desire. Instead, however,
we are confronted with two systems of uniform reports—one for
the larger railways and one for the smaller railways. Doubtless
special provision for terminal and switching roads, and for other
situations, will follow.
In the first illustration, on the question of totals for the whole
country, Professor Adams directs our attention to Capitalization
and says " i t is essential that a uniform definition be given to
the phrase 'capital outstanding' ". The fact is ignored (not
unusual) that the outstandings of capital stock and the various
representations of secured debt, in the hands of other than railways as investors, do not reflect the entire capital employed. What
about the accumulated surplus which the stockholders have contributed? A n y who may say that the capital has not been
increased thereby labor under a delusion. W e accountants have
a better understanding, because we know that profits left in a
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business constitute an increase of the capital, whether i n the case
of a sole proprietor, in the case of a co-partnership, or in the case
of a corporation. In the total for the whole country, which comprehends the deficits, this form of capital amounts to approximately ten per cent. of the entire capital stock, and to considerably more than this ratio after eliminating from the latter the
holdings of railway corporations, as must be done to establish a
proper comparison. The demagogue reads somewhere that some
railway has declared a special or extra cash dividend, or a stock
dividend, but he never looks into the question of the average rate
of dividend for a long period of years computed on the basis of
the stockholder's entire capital in the business, or into the question
of whether the stockholder is obtaining in the form of capital
stock representation of his capital interest therefore expressed
in a different form, viz.: a book account without a certificate; and
why? F o r the sole reason that the result of such inquiry or
research would not serve his purpose to inflame the public mind
and turn it to his own aggrandizement. O u r political employees
must, in large degree, respond to the demands of that inflamed
mind. Therein too often lies the incentive to Congress.
W e can not quarrel with any well directed effort to arrive at
the capital interest of the investors in railway properties, exclusive
of the railways themselves, but a conscientious effort on the part
of public officials to educate the public mind to a correct understanding of what really constitutes capital would be quite as welcome.
That which Professor Adams terms " t h e imperative necessity
of holding in mind the final combinations of the facts reported
by individual carriers when devising a system of accounts," bears
a closer and more distinct relation to uniformity i n reports than
to uniformity in accounting system, or i n methods and means
employed for collating data.
In the next illustration we are brought to that section of the
administrative accounts which comprises the detail of operating
expenses. Distribution of the consideration paid by one and
received by another railway, for the joint occupancy and use of
property and facilities and joint services in connection therewith,
to Income, Maintenance, Transportation, and General Expenses, is
not open to question provided it is carried out in such a way as
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to give value to the primary, or detail, accounts for purposes of
administrative or supervisory judgment based on comparisons
and statistical ratios and averages. Dependable data and statistics for such purposes can not be obtained readily unless the
representative primary accounts are made to show the actual cost
of each kind of expense resulting from the railway's revenue
producing service. Under present conditions such expenses can
not be obtained without redistribution of the joint facilities debit
and credit accounts.
The theory is that the primary accounts especially established
for joint facilities debits and credits will clear themselves in the
totals for the whole country, but it is well known that such a
result can not be attained in actual practice owing to the fact that
the debtor railways can not always act concurrently with creditor
railways as to either the month or the year of entry in the books.
It would be interesting to know how i n the scheme of aggregation the division of statistics and accounts would dispose of the
inevitable difference between the D r . and Cr. accounts. Even if
it were possible to have these accounts clear themselves in the
totals for the whole country, the disadvantages to the individual
railways would still exist; whereas, i f the debits and credits were
made to the representative primary accounts the resultant aggregates would be the same as under the other plan.
In a situation where there are considerable fluctuations in the
transportation requirements of the tenant railway and not corresponding changes i n the requirements of the landlord railway, the effect of this scheme is to reflect such fluctuations i n
the representative primary accounts of the landlord railway,
counterbalanced by its joint operation Cr. account, and not to
reflect them i n the representative primary accounts of the tenant
railway, but in its joint operation D r . account. The accounting
should be with regard to the public service costs of the latter and
not the former.
In the application of this so-called principle to revenue we
find it prescribed that the railway performing switching service
for another shall credit switching revenue account and that the
railway receiving the service shall charge the compensation to
freight revenue account. Here is departure from the principle
that that which constitutes revenue to the party rendering service
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represents expense or cost to the party receiving it. I n the scheme
of aggregation, obviously the result will not be to arrive at the
total freight revenue for all railways i n the country; neither is
proper regard given to the question of the tariff revenue assessed
against the public by the individual carrier, nor to the question
of comparison in the case of one carrier having extensive delivery
facilities and another having large disabilites i n that direction.
Other features are the complication of statistical data on commodity revenue and the distortion of revenue comparisons as the
result of removing delivery disabilities by capital outlay.
In the next illustration we are referred to the accounts representing outside operations. Viewed from the standpoint of
accounting principle, and considered in relation to the effect
produced in the accounts of railways operating transfers in N e w
Y o r k Harbor and elsewhere under similar conditions, you will
find food for thought, i n the provision that lighterage or other
transfer arbitraries shall be taken out of transportation revenue
and set up as revenue from an outside operation. Obviously, the
effect is not to express i n the primary revenue account of any
individual carrier, or in the totals for the whole country, the full
revenue received for the fulfillment of the transportation contract which recognizes arbitraries only when they constitute an
addition to the tariff rate.
Let me call your attention to the fact that the revenue
arbitrarily established and the expense incurred both arise from
performance of a carrier's function to receive, transport, and
deliver goods and persons; also to the fact that the prescribed
eliminations from revenue and expenses are not counterbalancing, so that i n this so-called outside operation there will be established an apparent gain or loss that is purely fiction.
Disparities as between individual carriers will be unavoidable
on account of variations in the arbitraries, which, even in the
same district or location, w i l l , or should, be made according to
the extent of the transfer service. W e may consider, in this connection, the marked difference in respect of harbor terminal transfers that exists at N e w Y o r k City as between the Pennsylvania
Railroad and the N e w Y o r k Central Railroad. Instead of injecting
into the revenue accounting an arbitrary which does not enter into
the relations between carrier and shipper, would it not be better
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to have the accounts of freight revenue, passenger revenue, and
operating expenses, represent the whole of each and the revenue
statistics reflect individually, and i n the totals for the whole
country averages based on the entire distance of the service performed? There has been introduced, of course, the same complication of statistical data on commodity revenue as in the
case of switching charges paid on account of physical disability.
Inasmuch as it appears to favor consideration of the entire
capital ventured, we may view with satisfaction the trend of
thought indicated by Professor Adams in the case of abandoned
property.
A proper understanding of the righteousness of stock dividends, or the issue of interest-bearing securities, to cover the
investment of profits would have served to create a condition
of which, it is fair to assume, advantage would have been taken
quite as readily as the so called secret reserves. These should
not be condemned unless it can be shown clearly that they have
worked to the injury of those having to depend upon our public
utilities and unless an equitable substitute can be offered.
Aside from questions of economic principle, and of merit i n
the respective theories, the motives underlying the so called secret
reserves should be considered. A m o n g these may be mentioned
fear on the part of boards and managers of demands by stockholders for dividends i n disregard of inability to provide for
capital needs by other means than retaining in the business the
profits earned thereby, or i n disregard of the cost of procuring
capital by other means, or in disregard of the risk of impairing
the value of their investment. Market values are too largely
gauged by current dividend rates. This fact offers a reason for
the stockholder's position, especially i f he be a sepculator, or
contemplates realizing upon his holdings. Under such conditions, it is but natural that boards and managers should seek the
means for conserving the interests of the property which is least
likely to incur opposition to their conservatism. Certainly such
conservatism has not been inimical to the public welfare.
F r o m an accountant's point of view, criticism may be made of
the rules prescribed by the Interstate Commerce Commission concerning depreciation of equipment, because of their inflexibility,
or lack of provision for adjustment to the fluctuations in the
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public service activity of the carriers. In other words, the rules
provide an immutable fixed charge in operating expenses without
regard to the employment of the equipment in the production of
revenue. W e recognize, of course, the desire of the Commission
to establish a basis of regularity as opposed to one of expediency,
but it is impossible to view with favor departure from the principle of relation to production which is recognized in the genesis of
operating expenses.
Fundamentally, in dealing with depreciation of equipment, we
have only to distribute the cost over a period of time which represents the average life. H o w this may be done in relation to the
activity of the equipment and within the period of average life is
the important question, because adjustment to the fluctuations in
the public service activity of the carriers is dependent upon its
solution. Experience is the guide to the measure of depreciation. If we reduce the average life experience to average
service experience in both days and miles, do we not find a basis
for solving the question through the economical means of utilizing data necessarily prepared for other purposes, v i z . ; the days of
service of equipment on the lines of other carriers, and the miles
of service of equipment at home. A l l we need further is the rate
per day based upon the average number of days of activity within
the period of the average life and the rate per mile based on the
mileage of activity within the same period. The accounting application of these factors would be to charge the income flowing
from the use of equipment by other carriers on the basis of one
set of factors and to charge maintenance of equipment on the
basis of the other set of factors and to credit the sum to the
depreciation reserve account.
The entire absence of provision for accounting control over
the equipment investment account and the so called replacement
funds, which are reserves and not funds, is most noticeable, particularly in the permission given to charge against the reserve
account the cost of new elements subject to depreciation over
varying periods of time. W e are not told that the equipment
investment account should be sub-divided according to the elements subject to depreciation for varying periods of time, or that
the reserve account should be sub-divided correspondingly. N o r
are we told that an asset which actually disappears by retirement
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from service, through casualty or otherwise, should be written
out of the investment account against the depreciation reserve
to the extent of the amount carried therein, to profit and loss
account to the extent of the depreciation accrued prior to July,
1907, or some other account making provision therefor, and to
the renewal account of operating expenses for the residue or
remainder less the salvage. Hence, no requirement has been
imposed that the investment account shall represent at all times
the cost value of the equipment actually i n existence and upon
which the depreciation must be calculated, or that the reserve
account shall bear a distinct relation thereto. If co-ordination
were established as between the investment subsidiaries and the
reserve subsidiaries, the latter would mark the point at which
depreciation charges should cease, by the accumulation therein
of the balance of cost remaining i n its investment co-ordinate,
and that would be the termination of the period of estimated
average life. In contrast with statistical compilations, such
accounting would provide a controlled and, therefore, reliable
record of experience for use as a basis of judgment i n estimating
average life on a new equipment, but not as the sole basis because
new conditions would have to be considered. The question
appears, therefore, to have been considered solely from the standpoint of statistics, disregarding the need for and advantages of
accounting control.
The system of uniform accounts makes the same disposition
of loss from obsolescence as of loss from casualty. Does obsolescence, like casualty, occur in an instant of time, or does it come
on apace i n that evolution which, fortunately, has been a constant
factor in our industrial and commercial progress? If the latter,
it should be averaged on the basis of past experience and present
judgment of the future, the same as depreciation.
Situations have arisen, and others will arise, making it difficult to differentiate the cause of retirement from service as
between physical decay and obsolescence. Let us, therefore, call
for that simplification which will come from the inclusion of both
depreciation and obsolescence in one general average, leaving
to be excluded from the computation of average life only that
equipment which is retired prematurely as the result of casualty.
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